Announcements

Ø Certification Fundraising Update!
Ø LondonMoot: April 28, 2018
Ø Registration for Summer Classes Now Open!
Ø Classes begin May 7th, 2018

Ø Mythmoot V: Fantastic Frontiers

Ø June 21st-24th in Leesburg, VA
Ø Special Guests: John Garth, Douglass A. Anderson, Marc
Okrand, Alan Sisto and Shawn E. Marchese

Housekeeping

 We are now moving into our post-season sessions.
 Next 2-3 sessions will focus on Script Outline review.
 Continue to work on Costume/Sets/Props/Character
Design/Music content!
 Timeline for Season 3 Casting will be announced once
the Script Outlines are reviewed and the character list
is finalized.

Maedhros Captive

 In the previous episode, Maedhros was captured by
Sauron and trolls.
 Any torture can happen off-screen.
 Questioning by Morgoth will reveal that the Noldor
rebelled against the Valar. Death of Fëanor will remain
unknown?
 After his brothers reject Morgoth’s terms, Maedhros is
stapled to the cliff face by his wrist. From this vantage
point, he hears the approach of Fingolfin’s host to
Angband’s gates.
 We will see Maedhros hanging there in the sunlight at
some point.

Fëanorean Politics

 Maglor, a weak leader, is ostensibly in charge. But,
Curufin is calling the shots. Amras hates everyone and is
in despair at the loss of Maedhros.
 Curufin refuses Morgoth’s terms because they are so
obviously false. He may suspect that Maedhros is already
dead. Also, the Oath prevents them meeting the terms.
 Maglor moves the camp to the other side of the lake to
avoid conflict with the Host of Fingolfin. Celegorm was in
favor of an immediate confrontation to resolve the
dispute. While Curufin sees the importance of winning
them over, Caranthir is too angry for reconciliation.
 How do they discover Fingolfin’s arrival in Middle-earth?

Host of Fingolfin

 Fingolfin wants to find Fëanor and Morgoth.
 First, Morgoth – follows some orcs back to Angband,
blows trumpets. The Sun rises!
 Then, retreats back to Mithrim because some scouts
have seen the camp of the Fëanoreans.
 They don’t yet know that Fëanor is dead, so some of
them (Turgon and Angrod) want to kill him.
 Fingolfin re-forges Ringil. There is no direct contact
between the two camps, but much uneasy tension.

Other Key Happenings


 The Sun rises!
 Círdan’s messenger (Annael?) arrives in Menegroth to
report on the burned Teleri ships.
 Saeros and the Guest-elves are welcomed to Doriath?
 Boldog and the remnants of his army return to
Angband? Tevildo’s cats?
 Gothmog and Sauron rivalry – the balrogs failed to stop
the Noldor, but Sauron succeeded in capturing
Maedhros.
 The Hiding of Valinor

Final Image

 THE AWAKENING OF THE SECOND CHILDREN!
 Phillip Menzies: The very final image should be Men awakening. This is such a
crucial image and I know Men won't enter the story for quite a while, but if
this is missed the audience will have a huge hole and when Men finally do
grace the stage there will be utter confusion on the part of the audience.
When I first read the Silmarillion the sun rising and Men awakening had a
huge impact upon me with the symmetry of the first born waking with the
stars and the second born waking with the sun. The image has stayed with
me all these years and to Tolkien it was a huge moment in his mythology.

 The re-forging of Ringil in Mithrim.
 Maedhros hanging on the cliff at sunset.
 Or…?

Questions for Next
Time


Ø Session 3-19 on Friday April 20th
Ø Script Outlines!

Ø Forums.signumuniversity.org à SilmFilm Project
Script à Season 3 à Season 3 Script Outlines

Ø At least Episodes 1-4 for next time

